


Just engaged? 💍  Get our 5 Day Wedding Quick Start Guide!
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Free Wedding Checklist
Get our wedding planning checklist, plus help with setting your wedding budget and priorities.
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Define Your Wedding Vision
Get clear on the vision for your wedding day with this fun interactive activity to do with your partner!
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Setting Your Guest List
Who's invited to the big day? We’ll make setting your guest list simple and stress free with this free guide.
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Identify Your Values
Uncover your core values as a couple. Make wedding decisions reflecting what truly matters to you both.
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 Wedding Shopping Resources


 Where to buy everything you need for your wedding: check out this list of wedding suppliers.
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 Join our Support Community


 Get support, advice, and more in our new private community: Budget-Savvy Wedding Planning!
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Set Your Wedding Budget
Learn the smartest way to set your wedding budget so you can calculate what you can realistically afford. 
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Wedding Budget Tracker
Staying on budget means keeping track of what you spend. Grab a copy of our wedding budget spreadsheet!
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Create a Savings Plan
Evaluate income, lower expenses, automate savings, and earn extra money to pay for your big day.
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Wedding Budget Tips
Don’t miss this epic list of money-saving tips to help you make smart choices for your budget for your wedding.
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Earn Extra Money
Start a bride hustle to help pay for the big day! Check out these ideas to earn extra money for your wedding fund!
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Top Wedding Rewards Cards
Find the best credit card to earn reward points from your wedding spending to get your dream honeymoon!
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Wedding Deals &amp; Discounts
Check out exclusive offers, discounts, and deals from our partners to save on everything you need for the big day!
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Get Wedding Freebies!
Check out this list of freebies, samples, and other perks you can take advantage of while you're engaged!
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 View Real Budget Weddings


 View real budget weddings from real couples, complete with budget breakdowns! Browse by location, budget, season, and color palette!
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 View DIY Wedding Projects


 View DIY Craft Projects to personalize your big day on a budget! Browse anything from ceremony and reception decor to wedding favors and DIY gifts.
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 DIY Your Wedding Flowers


 Browse DIY Wedding Flower Tutorials for Wedding Centerpieces, Wedding Bouquets, etc.
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Plan an Affordable Wedding
Learn the savvy tips to plan a wedding for less than $5000.
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Choosing Your Color Palette
Learn the art and science behind selecting the perfect wedding color scheme for your big day! 
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 Wedding Dress Codes


 Learn the differences between different wedding dress codes so you know what to wear as a wedding guest, including seasonal suggestions!
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Wedding Dresses
Check out our favorite wedding dress retailers, advice for dress shopping and more!
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Bridesmaids Dresses
Learn where you can find the best affordable bridesmaids dresses for your bridal party to wear on the big day.
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Shop Used Wedding Gowns
Save BIG on your dream dress by shopping a selection of pre-owned gowns!
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Sell Your Wedding Dress
Recoup some of your costs of your wedding dress by selling it to another bride after the big day!
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Wedding Suits
Learn where you can find the best quality wedding suits for the best value for all the guys involved in your big day.
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Mother of the Bride
Find stylish dresses for the mother of the bride or mother of the groom to wear on the big day.
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Wedding Decor Checklist 
Want to make sure you have all your wedding items covered? Grab a copy of our wedding decor checklist. 
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Affordable Wedding Decor
Looking for affordable decorations for your wedding? Learn the best places to shop for beautiful decor on a budget. 
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Affordable Wedding Flowers
Going the DIY route for wedding flowers? Check out these wholesalers where you can order flowers in bulk. 
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Shop Used Decorations
Save money and the environment by buying used wedding decor from other couples! Learn where to shop.
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Rent Your Wedding Flowers
Save money on your wedding flowers by renting premium silk wedding florals at a fraction of the cost.
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Rent Wedding Decor Online
Learn about some savvy alternatives to traditional rental companies whose products you can rent online!
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 Free Printable Wedding Templates


 View our free wedding printable invitation collections! We've got designs to suit any wedding style.
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Best Wedding Invitations
See our top recommendations for where you can get beautiful wedding invitations at an affordable price! 
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Digital Wedding Invitations
Choose the eco-friendly and affordable route by opting for digital wedding invitations and RSVPs! 
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Top Online Printing Services
Looking for a place to have your wedding invitations printed? Check out our top recs!
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Envelopes &amp; Embellishments
Learn where to get beautiful envelopes and embellishments for your DIY wedding invitations. 
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Browse The Gift Guides
Find the perfect gifts for everyone in your life (and your wedding!) at a variety of price points.
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Wedding Anniversary Gifts
Discover traditional and modern wedding anniversary gift ideas by year. Perfect presents for each milestone!
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Best Wedding Registries
Check out our top recommendations for where you should set up your wedding registry. 
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Top Cash Registries
Discover top cash wedding registry options for flexible gifting to fund honeymoon, home, or charity goals.
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Etsy Wedding Finds
Browse our favorite handmade wedding finds for your big day as well as beautiful gift ideas on Etsy!
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Amazon Wedding Favorites
Shop our favorite items for your wedding, honeymoon, and gifts on our Amazon storefront!
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 Find Wedding Vendors &amp; Venues


 Browse The Savvy Wedding Guide to find your dream team to bring your wedding vision to life!
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Venue Tracking Spreadsheet
Download this free spreadsheet to compare venues as you narrow down to your perfect choice!
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 Find Your Wedding Venue
Learn how to find unique and affordable wedding venues to host your special day!
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Vendor Question Checklists
Know what to look for and what to ask to ensure all your bases are covered on the big day.
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Find the Best Vendors
Discover the key to picking top-notch wedding vendors aligned with your vision and budget.
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 Join The Savvy Wedding Guide


 Are you a vendor? Click here to join The Savvy Wedding Guide and list your business!
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Get The Budget-Savvy Wedding Planner &
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on Amazon
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